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Abstract. This paper introduces a new tabu search algorithm for a twodimensional (2D) Strip Packing Problem (2D-SPP). It integrates several
key features: A direct representation of the problem, a satisfaction-based
solving scheme, two diﬀerent complementary neighborhoods, a diversification mechanism and a particular tabu structure. The representation
allows inexpensive basic operations. The solving scheme considers the
2D-SPP as a succession of satisfaction problems. The goal of the combination of two neighborhoods is (to try) to reduce the height of the packing
while avoiding solutions with (hard to ﬁll) tall and thin wasted spaces.
Diversiﬁcation relies on a set of historically “interesting” packings. The
tabu structure avoids visiting similar packings. To assess the proposed
approach, experimental results are shown on a set of well-known benchmark instances and compared with previously reported tabu search algorithms as well as the best performing algorithms.
Keywords: Tabu search, strip packing, direct representation, multineighborhoods.

1

Introduction

Packing (and cutting) problems are optimization problems which are NP-hard
in the general case. “Small” objects of various shapes (regular or not) and dimensions have to be packed without overlap, with rotation and “guillotine” cuts1
allowed or not, into other larger objects. These larger objects are usually called
“containers” for the 3D cases (all dimensions ﬁxed or inﬁnite height) and “bins”
(all dimensions ﬁxed) or “strips” (only width ﬁxed, inﬁnite height) in 2D. Objectives are, for instance, to minimize the number of containers and / or to
maximize the material used (hence to minimize the wasted area). The most
studied category of such problems seems to be in the 2D space.
This paper is dedicated to the 2D (non-guillotine and without rotation) Strip
Packing Problem (2D-SPP) which can be informally stated as follows. Given a set
of rectangular objects, pack them into a strip of an inﬁnite height and ﬁxed width
while minimizing the height of the packing. 2D-SPP is a NP-hard combinatorial
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optimization problem with a number of practical applications such as cardboard
packing, glass and metal cutting or publicity scheduling for instance [1,2,3,4,5].
Given the NP-hard nature of 2D-SPP, many (meta)heuristic procedures have
been tried: Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [6], Intensiﬁcation / Diversiﬁcation Walk (IDW) [7], Simulated Annealing [8,9,10,11], Tabu
Search (TS) [8,12,13], Genetic Algorithm [9,10,11,13,14,15,16,17,18,19], hybrid
(meta)heuristic [11,13,20], HyperHeuristic [21]. Exact algorithms have also been
considered but they are usually limited to “small instances” (up to 200 objects) [22,23,24,25]. Among these procedures, the approximate GRASP and IDW
approaches [6,7] are probably the best performing ones.
In this paper, we introduce a new TS algorithm dedicated to the 2D-SPP
(TSD for “Tabu Search with Direct representation”). Compared with previous algorithms for the 2D-SPP, our TSD has several notable features. First, it uses a
direct representation of the problem (location of the objects on the strip) while
many previous attempts manipulate permutations of the objects. Second, TSD
treats the optimization problem (minimizing the height of the packing) as successive satisfaction problems: Starting from a packing s0 (obtained with a greedy
method e.g.) of height H (s0 ), TSD tries to solve the 2D-SPP with decreasing
values of H (s0 ). Finally, our algorithm includes two diﬀerent complementary
neighborhoods, a diversification mechanism and handles a particular tabu structure. Preliminary computational results suggest that TSD may be of great interest
to eﬃciently solve the 2D-SPP.
In the next section, the 2D-SPP is formally stated. Section 3 is devoted to
the detailed presentation of our dedicated TS algorithm for the 2D-SPP. Experimental results are shown in Sect. 4 on a set of well-known benchmarks and
compared with previous TS attempts and the best performing state-of-the-art
algorithms. We ﬁnally discuss possible extensions in Sect. 5 before concluding.

2

Problem Formulation

Let P (for “P lane”) be a 2D vertical space with ﬁxed width W and inﬁnite height.
The bottom-left corner of P stands for the (0, 0) point of an xy-plane where the
x-axis (respectively y-axis) is the direction of the width (resp. height) of P . The set
of n > 1 objects (Rectangles) to be positioned in P is R = {r1 , . . . , rn } where the
weight (resp. height) of each ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is 0 < wir ≤ W (resp. hri > 0).
According to these notations, the 2D-SPP is then to determine the (xri , yir )
coordinates of the bottom-left corner of all ri ∈ R (i.e. the location of each ri in
P ) so as to minimize the yir + hri value of the highest object in P , see (1). This
can be formally stated as follows:
Minimize: H = max (yir + hri )
subject to:

1≤i≤n
0 ≤ xri ≤ W − wir ∧ yir ≥ 0

∧ xri ≥ xrj + wjr ∨ xri + wir ≤ xrj

∨ yir ≥ yjr + hrj ∨ yir + hri ≤ yjr

(1)
(2)
(3)
.

(4)
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where (2) forces each ri to be inside P and (3–4) specify that any two ri and rj
objects (i = j) must not overlap horizontally and vertically, respectively.

3

TSD: A Tabu Search with Direct Representation

TS is an advanced local search method using general mechanisms and rules as
guidelines for smart search [26]. In Sect. 3.1–3.6, we ﬁrst describe the components
of our TSD algorithm for the 2D-SPP where all p variables (with subscripts) are
parameters whose values will be given in the experimentation part (Sect. 4.1).
The general procedure is ﬁnally summarized in Sect. 3.7.
3.1

Search Space: A Direct Representation

Many approaches for the 2D-SPP consider a search Space S composed of the
set of all permutations of the objects, see [13,14] for instance. More precisely,
for a given n-set of objects to be packed, a permutation of [1 . . . n] is used to
introduce an order for all the objects which is followed by a given placement
heuristic (or “decoder”). In other words, given a particular permutation π and
placement heuristic φ, one can pack all the objects using φ and according to the
order indicated by π. Based on this permutation representation, several greedy
placement heuristics have been investigated for the 2D-SPP. BLF (Bottom Left
Fill) is such a heuristic [27]. Basically, BLF places each object at the left-most
and lowest possible free area. It is capable of ﬁlling enclosed wasted areas. Notice
that, according
to the way
 BLF is implemented, its worst time complexity goes
 
from O n3 [28] to O n2 [29] for a permutation of n objects.
TSD does not code packings with permutations but adopts a direct representation where a “solution” s ∈ S (optimal or not) is a {L, E} set:
– L, for “Location” (of the rectangular objects to be positioned in P ), is an
n-vector. It indicates the coordinates (xri , yir ) of the bottom-left corner of
each rectangle ri ∈ R in P .
– E is a set of rectangular “Empty” spaces in P . Each ei ∈ E is characterized
by the coordinates (xei , yie ) of its bottom-left corner, a width 0 < wie ≤ W
and a height 0 < hei ≤ H(s) with 0 ≤ xei ≤ W − wie and 0 ≤ yie ≤ H (s) − hei .
Each ei ∈ E is a maximal rectangle, i.e. ∀ (ei , ej ) ∈ E × E/i = j, xei <
xej ∨ xei + wie > xej + wje ∨ yie < yje ∨ yie + hei > yje + hej (ei is not included
into ej ). Note that the notion of “maximal rectangular empty space” seems
to have been independently introduced in [30] (where it is called “maximal
area”) and [8] (“maximal
hole”). In particular, it was proved in [30] that |E|
 
is at most in O n2 .
3.2

Initial Solution

In local search algorithms, the initial solution s0 speciﬁes where the search begins
in S. TSD uses the BLF procedure [27] to construct s0 , where the π permutation
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orders the ri ∈ R ﬁrst by decreasing width, and, second, by decreasing height
if necessary (randomly last). We employed this decoder / order since previous
experiments suggested that the BLF placement algorithm usually outperforms
other φ decoders, see [28,31] for instance.
3.3

Fitness Function

To evaluate a solution s ∈ S, TSD uses the following f itness (or “evaluation”)
function f to be minimized:

0 if R = ∅
(5)
f (s) = 
r
r
r
∗
ri ∈R wi ∗ (yi + hi − H + pH ) otherwise .
where R ⊆ R is the set of rectangles ri /yir + hri > H ∗ − pH (integer 0 < pH <
H ∗ , for decrement of the Height) and H ∗ is the best height found, initially the
height H (s0 ) of the starting solution s0 introduced in the previous section.
Roughly speaking, the value f (s) is the area of rectangles exceeding H ∗ −pH in
P with f (s) = 0 meaning H (s) < H ∗ , see Fig. 1 for an example. In other words,
f measures the quality of s with respect to the current satisfaction problem
considered, deﬁned by H ∗ and pH : Is there a solution s ∈ S/H (s) ≤ H ∗ − pH ?
f is used to compare any (s, s ) ∈ S × S: s is better than s if f (s) < f (s ).
TSD maintains a set S ∗ of best solutions according to (5) with |S ∗ | ≤ p∗ and
S ∗ = {s0 } at the beginning of the search. S ∗ is used for the diversiﬁcation process
described in Sect. 3.6.
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Fig. 1. Let r1 be the unit square. f (s ) = W since R = {r3 } for s . Similarly,
f (s ) = 1 and f (s) = 0.

3.4

Neighborhoods and Their Exploitation

A N eighborhood N : S → S is an application used to explore S (and to guide the
search process) such as ∀s ∈ S, s ∈ N (s) if s and s only diﬀer by a particular
operation called a “move” (noted μ). TSD integrates two diﬀerent complementary
neighborhoods called N1 (performed with probability pN ) and N2 (probability
1 − pN ), both of them are based on the principle of ejection chains. The goal of
this combination is to reduce the height of the packing while avoiding solutions
with (hard to ﬁll) tall and thin wasted spaces.
Each time a move is performed from s to s (at iteration m), S ∗ and H ∗ are
/ S ∗ , with the following rules where
updated if necessary, and only whenever s ∈
∗
∗
s (resp. s ) is the worst (resp. a best, found at iteration m∗ ) element in S ∗
according to (5) (consider the s∗ introduced the most recently):
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– f (s ) < f (s∗ ) ⇒ δ ← m − m∗ , pD ← m + pI ∗ δ, m∗ ← m. δ (number of
moves required to improve s∗ ), pI (for “Increment”) and pD are used for
the Diversiﬁcation process detailed in Sect. 3.6
– f (s ) = 0 ⇒ H ∗ ← H (s )
– |S ∗ | < p∗ ⇒ S ∗ ← S ∗ ∪ {s }
– |S ∗ | = p∗ ∧ f (s ) < f ( s∗ ) ⇒ S ∗ ← S ∗ \ s∗ ∪ {s }
N1 and N2 are based on the ejection chain principle and share a common characteristic: They move (at least) one rectangle ri to another location. This new location
for ri may generate overlaps with a set Rri ⊂ R of other rectangles: Rri =

rj ∈ R/j = i ∧ xri < xrj + wjr ∧ xri + wir > xrj ∧ yir < yjr + hrj ∧ yir + hri > yjr . To
repair the overlaps between ri and all rj ∈ Rri (i.e. to insure s ∈ S), all
rj ∈ Rri are removed from P , sorted like in Sect. 3.2 and, then, relocated
with BLF.
Finally, notice that changing the location of ri and the deletion or repositioning of all rj ∈ Rri (possibly) imply updates of E. This is done using the eﬃcient
“incremental” procedures introduced in [8,20].
N1 : Reduce the Height of the Packing. This is done by moving a ri ∈
R below its current location (xri , yir ), at the bottom-left corner either of an
empty space ej ∈ E (deﬁning a sub-neighborhood N1E ) or of another rj ∈ R
(deﬁning N1R ).
Start with N1E . From the current s, all ri ∈ R (considered from the highest
and
to the lowest and right-most) are ﬁrst tried to be relocated to the

 e left-most
xj , yje coordinates of all ej ∈ E/yje < yir ∧ xej + wir ≤ W . This generates | R |
sets N1E (s, i) of neighbors: N1E (s) = ∪ri ∈R N1E (s, i). Let N1E (s) ⊆ N1E (s)
be the set of the best evaluated neighbors of s according to N1E and (5).
If f (s ) = 0 ∀s ∈ N1E (s), select randomly one s ∈ N1E (s) minimizing (1)
to become the new “current” solution for the next iteration (s ← s ). Otherwise,
if f (s ) < f (s) ∀s ∈ N1E (s) make s ← s (select s randomly if N1E (s)
contains more than one such element).
Possibly Apply N1R . If N1E cannot improve s according to (5), i.e. if f (s ) ≥
f (s) ∀s ∈ N1E (s), try to do so with N1R . In this case, N1R (s) is explored in a
random order and the first improving move (if available) is performed.
From the current s, a random ri ∈ R is ﬁrst selected. Then, all rj ∈ R/j =
i ∧ yjr < yir ∧ xrj + wir ≤ W are considered in a random order. If transferring ri


at xrj , yjr leads to an improved solution s , the exploration of N1R (s) halts and
the search continues from s (s ← s ). Otherwise, another such rj is selected. If
all rj have been tried, the exploration of N1R (s) continues with another ri .
In the Worst Case, Make a Best Non-Improving Move. Let N1 (s) be the set
of the best evaluated neighbors of s according to N1E , N1R and (5). If N1 cannot
improve s, i.e. f (s ) ≥ f (s) ∀s ∈ N1 (s), a random non-improving neighbor
s ∈ N1 (s) is selected for the next iteration: s ← s .
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N2 : Avoid Solutions with Tall and Thin Wasted Spaces. This second
neighborhood relies on the following empirical observation: Some empty spaces
(usually tall and thin) have a low area / perimeter ratio. Intuitively, since they
are often located on the borders of the strip, they cannot be used with N1E .
Indeed, preliminary computational experiments, using only N1 , has shown that
some of them (those with a maximum perimeter) were persistent and hard to ﬁll.
N2 has thus been designed to (try to) avoid these situations, i.e. to concentrate
on these particular empty spaces to limit their number.
 with maximum perimeter: E =
 Let E e⊆ E ebe thee set ofe empty spaces
ej  ∈ E/wj  + hj  ≥ wj  + hj  ∀ej  ∈ E . Choose the empty space ej ∈ E
located the highest and the left-most in P , i.e. yje ≥ yje ∧ xej ≤ xej ∀ej  ∈
E . ej is said to be “not adjacent” to rk ∈ R (shortly noted “ej ∩ rk =
∅”) if xrk > xej + wje ∨ xrk + wkr < xej ∨ ykr > yje + hej ∨ ykr + hrk < yje ∨
 r
 


xk = xej + wje ∨ xrk + wkr = xej ∧ ykr + hrk = yje ∨ ykr = yje + hej . Let Rej ⊂
R be the set of rectangles
 with a greater area than that of ej and
 that are not
adjacent to ej : Rej = rk ∈ R/wkr ∗ hrk > wje ∗ hej ∧ ej ∩ rk = ∅ .

From the current s, all ri ∈ Rej (considered from the highest and leftmost to the lowest and right-most) are ﬁrst tried to be relocated to the four
corner of ej . To be more precise, the bottom-left corner of each ri ∈ Rej is
positioned at (xej , yje ) if xej + wir ≤ W , (xej + wje − wir , yje ) if xej + wje − wir ≥ 0,
(xej , yje +hej −hri ) if yje +hej −hri ≥ 0∧xej +wir ≤ W and (xej +wje −wir , yje +hej −hri )

if yje + hej − hri ≥ 0 ∧ xej + wje − wir ≥ 0. This generates | Rej | sets N2 (s, i)
of neighbors with 1 ≤ |N2 (s, i) | ≤ 4: N2 (s) is the union of these sets. Let
N2 (s) be the set of the best evaluated neighbors of s according to N2 and
(5): N2 (s) = {s ∈ N2 (s) /∀s ∈ N2 (s) , f (s ) ≤ f (s )}. Similarly to N1 , if
f (s ) = 0 ∀s ∈ N2 (s), select randomly one s ∈ N2 (s) minimizing (1).
Otherwise, choose s ∈ N2 (s) at random for the next iteration.
3.5

Tabu List

One fundamental component of TS is a special short-term memory that maintains a selective history of the search. It is composed of previously encountered
solutions or, more generally, pertinent attributes of such solutions. The aims
of a T abu List (shortly “T L”) are to avoid cycling and to go beyond local
optima.
At current iteration m, since a TSD move μm from s to a neighbor s ∈ N (s)
consists in relocating (at least) one ri ∈ R from (xri , yir ) to another location
r
r
r
r
(x i , y  i ), i.e. x i = xri ∨ y  i = yir , it seems quite natural to forbid ri to return
r
r

to (xi , yi ) from s . This “reverse” move (noted μ−1
m ), that can be characterized


r r
by μ−1
=
(i,
x
,
y
),
will
then
be
stored
in
T
L
(shortly
T L ← T L ∪ μ−1
m
m ) for
i
i
a duration T T (called the “T abu T enure”) to indicate that μ−1
m is forbidden,
at least up to iteration m + T T . In TSD, T T is a random integer number from
[pmin T T , . . . , pmax T T ].
This strategy has one main drawback. Assume that μm has been performed
and that the next move μm+1 relocates a rj ∈ R to (xri , yir ) such that j = i
and μm+1 is not tabu (μm+1 ∈
/ T L). If rj and ri are of the same dimensions,
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i.e. wir = wjr ∧ hri = hrj , μm+1 may return the search to s (already visited) or to
solutions (already visited or not) too close to s.
To avoid these situations, TSD does not record (i, xri , yir ) but (wir , hri , xri , yir ).
Note that the following simple “aspiration criterion” (that removes a tabu status)
is available in TSD: A tabu move is always accepted if it leads to a solution s that
is better than the best solution s∗  ever found (f (s ) < f (s∗ )). Furthermore,
if all potential moves are tabu, we select the ﬁrst one with the lowest tabu
duration that would be performed if all tabu status were (temporarily) removed.
3.6

Diversification

The TSD algorithm maintains a set S ∗ of high quality solutions obtained from
the beginning of the search (see Sect. 3.3 and 3.4). These elite solutions are used
as candidates for diversiﬁcation.
When the current search cannot be improved for a number of iterations, TSD
picks one solution s∗ ∈ S ∗ at random. This solution is then slightly perturbed
by moving a random ri ∈ R to (x, H ∗ − pH − hri ), where x is chosen randomly
from [0 . . . W − wir ]. Rectangles overlapping with ri are relocated like in Sect.
3.4. This perturbed solution becomes ﬁnally the new current solution (s ← s∗ )
with the tabu list reset to empty (except the move used for perturbation).
3.7

TSD: An Overview

The TSD algorithm begins with an initial solution (Sect. 3.2). Then it proceeds
iteratively to visit a series of (locally best) solutions following the neighborhoods
(Sect. 3.4). At each iteration, the current solution s is replaced by a neighboring
solution s even if s does not improve s.
While it is not mentioned here for simplicity, note that TSD can also end (see
Step 2 below) before reaching the maximum time Limit pL . This may occur each
time S ∗ is updated whenever the optimum height HOP T (or an upper bound) is
known and H (s∗ ) ≤ HOP T .
1. Initialization. m ← 0 (current number of iterations), build s using BLF.
H ∗ ← H (s), S ∗ ← {s}, m∗ ← 0, T L ← ∅.
2. Stop condition. If elapsed time has reached pL Then: Return H ∗ and s∗ .
3. Diversification. If m > pD Then:
– Choose at random s ∈ S ∗ , ri ∈ R and x ∈ [0 . . . W − wir ].
– Updates byrelocating ri to (x, H ∗ − pH − hri ), deﬁning a move μ.
– T L ← μ−1 , m∗ ← m, pD ← m + pI ∗ δ. Possibly update S ∗ or H ∗ .
4. Exploration of the neighborhood. Let N be N1 or N2 according to pN .
Update s according
 to N (s), deﬁning a move μ. m ← m + 1.

T L ← T L ∪ μ−1 . Possibly update S ∗ , H ∗ or pD . Go to step 2.

4

Experimentations

We used a set of 21 well-known benchmark instances [28] available from http://
mo.math.nat.tu-bs.de/packlib/xml/ht-eimhh-01-xml.shtml to compare
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the test problems from [28]
Category
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

Instances
C1P1,
C2P1,
C3P1,
C4P1,
C5P1,
C6P1,
C7P1,

C1P2,
C2P2,
C3P2,
C4P2,
C5P2,
C6P2,
C7P2,

C1P3
C2P3
C3P3
C4P3
C5P3
C6P3
C7P3

W

n

HOP T

20
40
60
60
60
80
160

16, 17, 16
25
28, 29, 28
49
73
97
196, 197, 196

20
15
30
60
90
120
240

TSD with previously reported TS algorithms as well as the best performing approaches. The main characteristics of these instances are given in Tab. 1. Note
that these benchmarks have a known optimal height HOP T .
4.1

Experimentation Conditions

The comparison is based on the percentage gap γ of a solution s from the optimum or its best bound (HOP T ): γ (s) = 100 ∗ (H (s) − HOP T ) /H (s). Similarly
to the best-known approaches considered in Tab. 2, mean gap γ (resp. best gap
γ ∗ ) is averaged over a number of 10 runs (resp. over best runs only), each run
being Limited to pL seconds.
The TSD parameters are: pH = 1 (to deﬁne the current satisfaction problem
to solve), p∗ = 30 (maximum size of S ∗ ), pN = 0.65 (probability to explore
neighborhood N1 ), pmin T T = 5 and pmax T T = 15 (minimum and maximum
T abu T enure), pD = 10 and pI = 3 (for diversiﬁcation), pL ∈ [60 . . . 2 700]
(time Limit, in seconds). TSD is coded in C++ and all computational results were
obtained running TSD on a 2 Ghz Dual Core PC.
4.2

Computational Results

TSD is compared in Tab. 2 with the previously reported TS algorithms denoted
as “TS1” [13] and “TS2” [12] and the best performing approaches: GRASP [6] and
IDW [7]. Note that TS was also tried in [8], achieving “good performance”, but no
numerical results were reported. While the stopping criterion per run for GRASP,
IDW and TS1 is also a time Limit pL (60, 100 and 360 seconds resp.), TS2 used
a maximum number of iterations (1 500).
In Table 2, “-” marks mean unknown information, “Mean Ci” are averaged
values on category Ci, the last three lines reporting averaged values for the
largest (and hardest) instances and all the 21 instances, and (minimum) number
of instances optimally solved. No γ or γ ∗ is mentioned for IDW, TS2 and TS1 since
this information is not given in [7,12,13].
According to Tab. 2, TS1 is the worst performing (TS) approach for the benchmark tried. Indeed, γ ∗ = 0 only for C2P1 and C2P3 while other methods always
solved at least 6 instances.
On the “smallest” (easiest) instances C1–C3, TS2 is the best method since it
always solved all the 9 instances. However, TSD (and GRASP) compares well with
TS2 since only one instance was not solved optimally (H ∗ = 31 for C3P2).
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The largest instances (C4–C7) are quite challenging since no approach reached
HOP T to our knowledge on these instances (except IDW perhaps but this is not
clearly mentioned in [7]). Note that, while IDW achieved here the smallest γ value,
TSD is slightly better than GRASP on C6 (1.37 < 1.56) and C7 (1.23 < 1.36), see
also line “Mean C4–C7” where 1.33 < 1.41.
Table 2. Mean and best percentage gap (γ and γ ∗ resp.) on instances from [28]
TS1 [13]

TS2 [12]

γ

TSD
γ∗

γ∗

γ∗

γ

γ∗

γ

0
4.76
0
1.59
0
0
0
0
0
3.23
0
1.08
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.64
0.83
1.64
1.37
1.23
1.23
1.23
1.23

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.23
0
1.08
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
1.23
1.23
1.23
1.23

9.09
9.09
4.76
7.65
0
6.25
0
2.08
3.23
9.09
9.09
7.14
6.25
4.76
3.23
4.75
5.26
3.23
6.25
4.91
4.76
3.23
3.23
3.74
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.23
0
1.08
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.64
1.19
1.23
1.36

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.23
0
1.08
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
1.64
0.83
1.23
1.23

0
0
2.15
1.09
0.73
0.83
0.41

1.33 1.2
1.14 0.84
8

≥2

9

1.41 1.2
0.96 0.84
8

0.76
0.4
9

Instances

C1P1
C1P2
C1P3
Mean C1
C2P1
C2P2
C2P3
Mean C2
C3P1
C3P2
C3P3
Mean C3
C4P1
C4P2
C4P3
Mean C4
C5P1
C5P2
C5P3
Mean C5
C6P1
C6P2
C6P3
Mean C6
C7P1
C7P2
C7P3
Mean C7
Mean C4–C7
Mean C1–C7
#HOP T /21

5

GRASP [6]

IDW [7]

Possible Extensions

The TSD approach reported in this paper is in fact the ﬁrst version of an ongoing
study. In this section, we discuss possible extensions which are worthy of further study and would help to improve the performance of TSD: Diversiﬁcation,
combined utilization of neighborhoods and evaluation function. All these points
merit certainly more investigations and constitute our ongoing work.
Diversification: The diversiﬁcation technique described in Sect. 3.6 is based on
a random perturbation strategy. This strategy can be reinforced by a more
elaborated strategy using useful information extracted from high quality
solutions. For instance, it would be possible to identify a set of critical objects
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that prevent the search from converging toward a good packing and then
focus on these objects in order to realize a guided diversiﬁcation.
Combined utilization of neighborhoods: Two neighborhoods are proposed
in Sect. 3.4. They are used in a particular manner, applying N1 with probability pN or N2 with probability 1 − pN . These two neighborhoods can also
be employed in other combined ways, for instance, by the union of N1 and
N2 (N1 ∪ N2 ) or sequentially (token-ring, N1 → N2 → N1 . . .).
Evaluation function: The current evaluation function (see Sect. 3.3) is unable
to distinguish two solutions with the same height. However, such a situation
occurs often during a search process. To overcome this diﬃculty, it would
be useful to introduce an additional criterion into the evaluation function.
For instance, the free surface under H ∗ may be such a potential criterion.
As such, we can say a solution s is better than another solution s if s has
a larger total free area under H ∗ than s does even if both solution have the
same height. Indeed, it would be easier to improve s than s.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented TSD, a Tabu Search algorithm for the 2D Strip Packing Problem. TSD uses a solution strategy which traits the initial optimization
problem as a succession of satisfaction problems: Starting from a packing s0 of
height H, TSD tries to solve the 2D-SPP with decreasing values of H.
TSD uses a direct representation of the search space which permits inexpensive
basic operations. Two complementary neighborhoods using ejection chains are explored in a combined way by TSD. The goal of this combination is to reduce H ∗
(hence to solve the current satisfaction problem) while avoiding solutions with
(hard to ﬁll) tall and thin wasted spaces. A specific ﬁtness function f is designed to
guide the search. A diversification mechanism, relying on a set of historically best
packings, helps to direct the search to promising and unexplored regions. The tabu
structure includes knowledge of the problem to avoid visiting similar packings.
Preliminary computational results were reported on a set of 21 well-known
benchmark instances, showing competitive results in comparison with two recent
best performing algorithms. The results on the largest and hardest instances are
particularly promising. Several issues were identiﬁed for further improvements.
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